We present a homogeneous catalog of 275 large (effective radius 5.3 ) ultra-diffuse galaxy (UDG) candidates lying within an ≈ 290 square degree region surrounding the Coma cluster. The catalog results from our automated postprocessing of data from the Legacy Surveys, a three-band imaging survey covering 14,000 square degrees of the extragalactic sky. We describe a pipeline that identifies UDGs and provides their basic parameters. The survey is as complete in these large UDGs as previously published UDG surveys of the central region of the Coma cluster. We conclude that the majority of our detections are at roughly the distance of the Coma cluster, implying effective radii ≥ 2.5 kpc, and that our sample contains a significant number of analogs of DF 44, where the effective radius exceeds 4 kpc, both within the cluster and in the surrounding field. The g − z color of our UDGs spans a large range, suggesting that even large UDGs may reflect a range of formation histories. A majority of the UDGs are consistent with being lower stellar mass analogs of red sequence galaxies, but we find both red and blue UDG candidates in the vicinity of the Coma cluster and a relative overabundance of blue UDG candidates in the lower density environments and the field. Our eventual processing of the full Legacy Surveys data will produce the largest, most homogeneous sample of large UDGs.
Introduction
To test the dark matter paradigm and provide boundary conditions for theories of galaxy formation, the astronomical community has been striving to measure the mass-to-light ratio (M/L) of galaxies for over 40 years (e.g. Roberts 1976; Rubin et al. 1978) . As of a couple of years ago, the developed consensus was that M/L within the luminous portion of galaxies increases dramatically only when one considers extremely low mass galaxies, such as the dwarf spheroidal and ultra-faint satellites of the Milky Way for which M/L reaches values of several hundreds or even above a thousand in solar units (Wolf et al. 2010) . That consensus has recently been challenged by the discovery of apparently massive, low surface brightness, dark matter dominated galaxies (van Dokkum et al. 2015a) , broadly referred to as ultra diffuse galaxies (UDGs). dennis.zaritsky@gmail.com Large galaxies of low surface brightness that elude standard galaxy catalogs have been a focus of study for decades (Disney 1976; Sandage & Binggeli 1984; Impey et al. 1988; Schombert & Bothun 1988; Schwartzenberg et al. 1995; Sprayberry et al. 1997; Dalcanton et al. 1997) . Such work had even occasionally highlighted physically large low surface brightness galaxies such as Malin 1 (Impey & Bothun 1989) . Recently, ever more sensitive observations (cf. Koda et al. 2015; Mihos et al. 2015; Muñoz et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2017; Román & Trujillo 2017a; Shi et al. 2017; van der Burg et al. 2017; Venhola et al. 2017; Wittman et al. 2017; Greco et al. 2018 ) have helped investigators reach even fainter surface brightnesses and, in the case of the Coma galaxy cluster survey by van Dokkum et al. (2015a) , identify many such galaxies that are large and quiescent. Because the galaxies in that particular study are clustered on the sky about the Coma cluster, distance-by-association allowed those investigators to convert angular sizes to physical ones. This aspect is critical because redshift measurements become inarXiv:1811.04098v1 [astro-ph.GA] 9 Nov 2018 creasingly difficult as we focus our attention on galaxies with ever lower surface brightnesses. Spectroscopic redshifts exist for only a handful of these galaxies and, for the most part, confirm the estimated distances (van Dokkum et al. 2015b; Kadowaki et al. 2017; Alabi et al. 2018) . With physical sizes in hand, van Dokkum et al. (2015a) found that their UDGs are surprisingly large, including many systems with effective radii, r e , as large as that of the Milky Way. The survival of such systems in the cluster tidal field suggests that these objects are dark matter dominated. Analogous systems, of somewhat brighter surface brightness and smaller size, had previously been found in the Perseus cluster (Penny et al. 2009 ) and the tidal argument was used there as well to infer large dark matter content.
To demonstrate that the large size of some of the UDGs connotes correspondingly large mass requires independent mass estimates. In the case of one Coma UDG, DF 44, a stellar velocity dispersion was subsequently measured . The velocity dispersion is indeed consistent with that expected if that galaxy lies in a massive dark matter halo, but the measurement is taken at small radius relative to the calculated virial radius and so weakly constrains the total halo mass. Furthermore, the exposure time required to obtain this measurement was extreme and analogous measurements now exist for only a couple of other UDGs (Beasley et al. 2016a; van Dokkum et al. 2017) . Exploiting the relationship between the number of globular clusters and total galaxy mass established for normal galaxies (Blakeslee et al. 1997; Georgiev et al. 2010; Harris et al. 2013; Forbes et al. 2016; Harris et al. 2017; Zaritsky et al. 2017) provides an alternate avenue for estimating the total masses of larger samples (cf. Amorisco & Loeb 2016) . The large populations of globular clusters found in some UDGs support the conjecture that those UDGs lie in massive (M > 10 11 M ) dark matter halos (van Dokkum et al. 2017 ). Lastly, the application of galaxy scaling relations also supports the conjecture that the largest UDGs are indeed massive (Zaritsky 2017) .
As these intriguing results developed, other studies have concluded that UDGs are predominantly low mass galaxies (Amorisco et al. 2018; Sifón et al. 2018) . As in any astronomical population, the small, low mass objects dominate by number over the large, massive ones. This phenomenon is clear in the comparison of the sizes and luminosities of the van Dokkum et al. (2015a) and Yagi et al. (2016) Coma cluster UDG samples. However, the details of the UDG mass distribution are critical in discriminating between the variety of formation models that have already been developed, which invoke a range of physical phenomena such as environmental quenching, feedback, and high specific angular momenta, to explain both the low apparent star formation efficiencies and large sizes of UDGs (Yozin & Bekki 2015; Amorisco & Loeb 2016; Agertz & Kravtoc 2016; Di Cintio et al. 2017; Chan et al. 2018; Carleton et al. 2018) . Arguments about the nature of UDGs and their formation history should bear in mind that UDGs, being selected solely by surface brightness, are likely to include diverse objects and do not have a single origin story (Zaritsky 2017; Ferré-Mateu et al. 2018; Lim et al. 2018) .
This large range of properties among UDGs and the extensive literature history of low surface brightness galaxies already cited raise the question of whether the term UDG is simply a renaming of an already identified class of galaxy, such as the Low Mass Cluster Galaxy (LMCG) class presented by Conselice et al. (2003) . It is early in the detailed internal study of these objects, but the physically largest of these, with halo masses that are inferred to be close to that of an L * galaxy and globular cluster populations to match, appear to be a new category of object, or at least represent a new emphasis. Unfortunately, the current UDG definition, based on central surface brightness, µ g,0 ≥ 24 mag arcsec 2 , and effective radius, r e ≥ 1.5 kpc, probably returns a set of objects that has significant overlap with cluster dE's and dSph's that have been studied previously (eg. Sandage & Binggeli 1984; Conselice et al. 2003; Penny et al. 2009 ). With time, providing the preliminary results on the few large UDGs already studied extend to a significantly sized population of similar objects, the UDG criteria may be refined to reflect a somewhat more distinct population that may not be either of low mass or exclusively in clusters. For a graphical overview comparing different galaxy populations, we refer the reader to Figure 12 of Greco et al. (2018) .
We seek to identify as extensive a sample of physically large UDGs as possible across all environments to establish the characteristics of this population. The largest UDGs are extremely interesting for dark matter studies because: (1) they may be dark matter dominated at all radii; (2) when compared to ultrafaint (M V > −8 mag) galaxies, which are also dark matter dominated throughout, their expected large internal velocities (> 30 km sec −1 ) can ultimately be measured to better relative precision; (3) unlike for the ultrafaint galaxies, there is a parallel sequence of galaxies (normal high surface brightness galaxies of the same total mass) that can be used to help us unravel the effects of baryonic physics on the dark matter distribution; (4) in contrast to dwarf galaxies, their large total mass makes their halos less susceptible to external tides and internal hydrodynamics; (5) they may have satellite systems of their own that can be used to study the dynamics at larger radii than can be probed with integrated light spectroscopy (globular clusters have already been used in this manner, for example, by Beasley et al. 2016a ); and (6) they are found in all environments (cf. Makarov et al. 2015; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2016; van der Burg et al. 2017; Román & Trujillo 2017a,b; Greco et al. 2018; Shi et al. 2017; Wittman et al. 2017; Leisman et al. 2017; Prole et al. 2018) , enabling a comparison of dark matter halos across environment.
We have begun a survey that will increase the areal coverage and the expected number of large UDGs by orders of magnitude over what is available in the literature today. This work is possible due to the Legacy Surveys imaging data (Dey et al. 2018) , which are being obtained in support of the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument project (Schlegel et al. 2011; DESI Collaboration et al. 2016a,b;  http://desi.lbl.gov). In this paper, we describe how we are automating the data analysis by presenting results from a relatively small portion of sky, a ∼ 10
• projected radius region around the Coma cluster, to describe our survey and demonstrate what might be expected of the full survey. We are aiming to ultimately make the intermediate steps public, in addition to the final catalog. We find that our processing generates UDG catalogs that are already competitive with the best published surveys in terms of identifying these large UDGs out to the distance of the Coma cluster. In §2 we describe the publicly available data. In §3 we describe our procedure for removing the visible, high surface brightness objects from the images, for smoothing the residuals to increase the signalto-noise ratio (S/N) of diffuse sources, for identifying real sources, for distinguishing between UDGs and other astronomical sources that manifest as low surface brightness enhancements, and for obtaining parameter estimates. In §4 we describe the findings, focusing on the distribution of UDGs both on the sky and along the line of sight within this volume, and the size and color distribution. We adopt a standard ΛCDM cosmology when necessary with H 0 = 70 km sec
To be consistent with van Dokkum et al. (2015a), we assume an angular distance of 98 Mpc to the Coma cluster, which implies a physical to angular scale of 0.475 kpc arcsec −1 . The corresponding luminosity distance is 102.7 Mpc. All magnitudes are on the AB system (Oke 1964; Oke & Gunn 1983) .
The Data
In preparation for the DESI program, the DESI collaboration has undertaken the Legacy Surveys, a deep 3-band (g = 24.7, r = 23.9, and z = 23.0 AB mag, 5-sigma pointsource limits) imaging survey using DECam at the CTIO 4-m (DECaLS), an upgraded MOSAIC camera at the KPNO 4-m (MzLS, Mayall z-band Legacy Survey), and the 90Prime camera at the Steward Observatory 2.3m telescope (BASS, Beijing-Arizona Sky Survey). This survey will be roughly 2 magnitudes deeper than SDSS and is fully described by Dey et al. (2018) . The original planned footprint has 9000 deg 2 observed by DECaLS and 5000 deg 2 observed by MzLS and BASS. DECaLS, MzLS, and BASS data are already publicly available at the National Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO) science archives 1 and the Legacy Surveys website (legacysurvey.org). Here, we present the 275 large (effective radii r e 5.3 arcsec, corresponding to physical values ≥ 2.5 kpc at the distance of Coma) UDG candidates identified within an ≈ 10
• radius of the Coma galaxy cluster using publicly released, reduced data from the DECaLS survey that were available as of April 1, 2018. In the future, our work will also include analysis of public BASS and MzLS data, but in this introductory study we focus exclusively on DECaLS data.
DECam consists of 62 imaging CCDs arranged in a hexagonal pattern covering 3 deg 2 with a pixel scale of 0.263 arcsec (Flaugher et al. 2015) . During the period covered by 1 archive.noao.edu this study 60 or 61 of the 62 CCDs were available for analysis. Exposure times range from 40 to 250 sec, varying with observation conditions to reach the specific 5σ point-source criteria in two out of three exposures. We use the images made available online via NOAO, which have previously undergone calibration and processing (InstCal) via the DECam Community Pipeline (Valdes et al. 2014) . We utilize both the object and data quality masks for foreground subtraction and UDG detection as described further below. Parameter values used in calculations such as exposure times, zero points, and pixel scales are obtained from the FITS headers.
The Coma galaxy cluster lies near the northern boundary of the DECaLS survey footprint at a declination of about +30
• and, as such, the 10
• region around Coma that we target for study is cropped (Figure 1) . Nevertheless, the available data even within this truncated region, which is not yet the complete set intended for DECaLS, already consists of 974 separate DECam fields in three different filters (g, r, and z), of which 13 were flagged as bad exposures by the DESI collaboration. The remaining 961 fields (58320 separate CCD exposures) provide coverage for about 290 deg 2 in all three bands. We began with an analysis of the Coma cluster to enable direct comparison with previous UDG searches.
Uncovering Diffuse Sources
Various factors, some natural and some instrumental, limit our ability to locate low surface brightness galaxies. Previous studies have applied innovations to focus on different limiting aspects; examples include: drift scanning to address issues of image uniformity (Gonzalez et al. 2001) ; specialized telescope baffling and new algorithmic approaches to address issues of scattered light (Mihos et al. 2015) ; and refractive telescopes with new lens manufacturing techniques to mitigate the wings of the point spread function (Abraham & van Dokkum 2014) . Here, we face the principal challenge, given the use of archival data, that neither the instrumentation nor observations were optimized for the detection of low surface brightness galaxies.
Despite this challenge, these data provide several key advantages over previous and ongoing surveys. First, such a large survey allows us to be relatively conservative in masking and still retain the ability to identify a large number of sources. Second, the multiple pass observational strategy provides some averaging over sky fluctuations. Third, the availability of images taken through three different filters, a luxury in low surface brightness surveys, enables us to confirm sources in different passbands and potentially to use color as a discriminant against contamination. Fourth, the relatively high spatial resolution ( 1 ), which is typically not considered to be necessary when searching for large, diffuse sources (van Dokkum et al. 2015a) , enables us to more effectively clean contaminating sources, particularly highly correlated, distant galaxies, which commonly produce low surface brightness enhancements in such searches (Gonzalez et al. 2001) . Finally, the Legacy Surveys cover most of the extragalactic sky, enabling the most comprehensive survey for UDGs from both hemispheres. Figure 1 . The available data, as of April 1, 2018, in the g, r, and z bands within 10 • of the Coma galaxy cluster. In the first three panels, the greyscale denotes the number of the combined set of exposures. The rightmost panel shows regions for which we have coverage in all three filters. The dark, central cross marks the center of the Coma cluster.
In this section, we outline our data analysis process and demonstrate that we are effectively complete in our detection of the galaxies found in the core of the Coma cluster using the Dragonfly telescope (van Dokkum et al. 2015a ) and, to a large degree, those found using the significantly more sensitive Subaru HyperSuprime images (Koda et al. 2015; Yagi et al. 2016) . The majority of the galaxies that we miss from the Koda et al. (2015) and Yagi et al. (2016) studies are those that do not appear to match our selection criteria, not ones that we fail to detect. Therefore, our analysis of the DECaLS data will yield UDG candidates of the sizes and surface brightnesses highlighted in the van Dokkum et al. (2015a) study over thousands of square degrees of sky.
The dominant source of effective noise complicating the detection of low surface brightness objects in these images are resolved stars and galaxies. These can be exacerbated by resulting artifacts such as diffraction spikes and bleeds. In some cases the nature of source itself, such as the tidal tails and shells that surround some galaxies, complicates the identification of low surface brightness sources. Although aggressive masking reduces contamination from these foreground and background sources, such masking can also make it difficult to recover low surface brightness galaxies extending over relatively large angular scales. Therefore, we take care to preserve low surface brightness, large-scale structures while reducing the effects of high surface brightness objects. Our approach requires several steps to replace the extended wings of bright foreground and background objects with a model, rather than straightforward masking of large areas.
Image Preprocessing
We carried out the image processing and analyses on the Ocelote cluster at the University of Arizona High Performance Computing center 2 . Before removing all detectable foreground/background sources, it is necessary to reduce the dominant contaminating artifacts. These include image defects, halos and ghosts of extremely bright stars, and amplifier differences. Image defects (cosmic rays, bad pixels, bleed trails, etc.) already identified in the data quality mask provided by the DECam Community Pipeline are replaced with neighboring pixels that have been smoothed using a Gaussian filter, excluding the region of the defect. Noise is then added to these pixels using the statistical properties of the image background. Because each DECam CCD reads out using two channels (Flaugher et al. 2015) , there are differences in gain and bias level between the two sides of the CCD. Although residual differences after pipeline processing are usually minor, even a small difference can make it difficult to characterize low surface brightness objects near the CCD center and become obvious when smoothing the data on large scales. We compensate for this asymmetry by attributing any measured difference to an error in the adopted bias level and add a correction to one side of the image. We estimate the value of the correction by aggressively masking all objects on the image and computing the difference in the means in two 100 pixel wide strips along the CCD mid-line. Extended wings of very bright stars can extend even beyond the masked regions and, therefore, this process is performed both before and after subtracting these wings and it is described further below.
We use the data quality mask and the process described next for detecting saturated stars and those with diffraction spikes. First, we generate a problem star candidate list using SExtractor (hereafter SE; Bertin & Arnouts 1996) with per pixel detection threshold and minimum area settings of 2σ and 500 pixels, respectively. We retain detections with a minor-to-major axis ratio > 0.8. If the data quality mask flags saturated pixels within a candidate detection footprint, we classify it as a saturated star. A different approach is needed to identify stars without saturated pixels. The four diffraction spikes generated by the telescope lie at about 45
• from the vertical and horizontal CCD axes. For each star candidate, we divide a region extending from 0.5 to 1.2 Kron radii into 16, 22.5
• wedges starting at 11.25
• from the long axis of the CCD. Diffraction spikes will create a large variance among the mean fluxes within these wedges. If at least three out of four wedges containing potential diffraction spikes contain more flux than their two abutting neighbors, we classify the object as a problem star.
Correcting for these problem stars is complicated because the profile of very bright objects is noticeably asymmetric and can be a function of the readout direction. Our process involves two steps. First, we measure the object centroid, axis ratio, and peak amplitude by fitting a Gaussian to its radial brightness profile between one and two Kron radii independently along the horizontal and vertical axes. We exclude pixels that are flagged in the data quality mask. Because we are only interested in defining centers and eccentricities at this stage, the model choice is not critical. Second, we use these results to fit the extended wings between 5 and 30 FWHM with an elliptical Moffat profile, which is then subtracted from the image. We present an example result in Figure 2. 3.2. Object Identification, Masking, and Removal Next, we subtract resolved foreground/background objects to remove sources of "noise" identified in a smoothed image of the sky. While it is possible to aggressively mask these sources (Gonzalez et al. 2001) , such aggressive masking with the deep DECaLS images would eliminate too much sky and complicate UDG detection. At the other extreme, one could aim to model and subtract all detected sources. Unfortunately, it is impossible to model many bright sources well enough to produce accurate residuals at the flux levels of UDGs because galaxies tend to be irregular at such surface brightnesses. While we will never be able to identify a low surface brightness source coincident with a bright star or galaxy (Figure 2 ), our goal is to subtract the wings of foreground/background sources sufficiently well that we can be more limited in our masking.
The objects that we do subtract are identified using SE with a per pixel detection threshold of 3σ above sky and a minimum area of 6 pixels. These values are a compromise that enables detection of all but the faintest objects that are visible to the eye in the images and yet not detect UDGs. It is possible that these criteria, as well as others described below, will need modification when we examine fields with different source densities. All detections are initially replaced with a temporary elliptical mask with a size that is a function of its peak flux. As discussed below, this temporary mask is eventually replaced with a model of the object's surrounding background. We chose the mask size such that its edge has a value of 8 ADU above sky when fitted with an elliptical Moffat function. While this value produced good results over a range of S/N and different bands, it is not optimized for these parameters and will likely be adjusted after completeness studies. Its purpose is to limit the size of the mask while still allowing the source wings outside of the masked region to be approximated by an elliptical exponential function, He −γr , where H is the peak flux and γ is a scale factor. The radius r is calculated using
where a and b are the major and minor axes of the Moffat function, θ is its position angle, and x 0 and y 0 are the center coordinates. The source is assumed to be superimposed on a tilted planar background, S = Ax + By + C, where S is the sky level function, A and B are slopes along the vertical and horizontal axes, and C is the mean sky level. Model fitting is done using the Python software package LMFIT (Newville et al. 2014) . We subtract the source model from the surrounding region and replace the masked portion of the source with the tilted background derived from model plus noise estimated from the image. These approximations work very well for most galaxies and stars (Figure 3 ) although, as shown in Figure 2 , they can fail for unusually bright objects. The average total replaced masked area for a CCD is 13.0% but did reach levels of over 50% in some regions such as the center of the cluster. While this process can leave faint residual sources that are not UDGs in the image (Figure 3 ), the UDGs are unaffected. We refer to these processed images as the "cleaned" images. The fully processed image shows the residual pupil ghost as well as faint evidence of the original star. The ghosts are difficult to model because they are field position dependent. Despite our processing, most of this image is inadequate for detecting faint UDGs, but fortunately such cases appear rare given our extensive visual inspection of candidates. The bright feature in the upper left edge of the prior two panels was identified and replaced during the subtraction procedure. Figure 3 . An example of the entire subtraction process applied to one CCD image. The upper panels (18.3 × 9.1 arcmin) show the image before and after high surface brightness objects have been removed. The lower panels (108 × 108 arcsec) are exploded views of the regions outlined in the upper panels. The linear stretch is the same in all panels. The most noticeable residual object in the upper right panel is a UDG (DF 07; van Dokkum et al. 2015a ) that lies at the center of the lower panels. Although the bright objects are removed from the lower right panel, several faint residual sources were not identified and subtracted due to the chosen SE threshold levels.
Wavelet Filtering
A key step in detecting UDGs is to spatially filter the cleaned images because UDGs, of the type detected so far, are not particularly faint in terms of total apparent magnitude. While bright objects have been removed from these images, low-surface-brightness, extended objects must still be detected among the many residual compact sources and background sky noise. A general method for achieving this is to use smoothing to improve the overall S/N for extended sources by decreasing sky noise and then apply twodimensional filters to enhance signals associated with objects of a particular size. There are various approaches that can be taken here, including matched filtering if the parameters of the source population are fairly well constrained (eg. Dalcanton et al. 1997; Gonzalez et al. 2001) . Advantages of this approach are that sources with other characteristics are discriminated against and the smoothing is optimized for the intended sources. An alternate approach is "thresholding", where one identifies pixels above a certain threshold level and identifies clusters of such pixels (eg. Kniazev et al. 2004; Bennet et al. 2017) . The advantages of this technique include that no prior knowledge (or bias) of the source population is necessary and that it is computationally efficient and simple to implement and model. We opt for yet a third approach.
Wavelet transforms enable us to isolate objects at different scales with a tailored filter. Their ability to spatially isolate objects by size and location in noisy fields has led to their application in astronomy for detection of faint objects in complex environments (Anisimova et al. 2011; Damiani et al. 1997; Starck & Murtagh 2006) . We implement a multilevel, stationary wavelet transform using a version of the à trous algorithm as described by Starck & Murtagh (2006) . For our discrete smoothing kernel, K, we use the scaled difference of two-dimensional normalized exponentials
where n is a scaling factor and k defines the radial scale. The first term can be thought of as the constructive term of the kernel that helps increase the S/N of a source of radial scale r = k and the second term as the destructive term that diminishes the contribution from light at larger scales. This is reminiscent of the unsharp masking technique. The critical feature is that unlike smoothing this approach separates contributions from features at different scales. The scaling factor, n, determines both the steepness and the zero crossing of the kernel. A value of n = 1 results in an exponential profile with no zero cutoff. We choose a value of 1.5 which maintains a broad profile with a discrete zero crossing. We use a radial scale, k, of 4.0 pixels for the starting kernel since it has a size profile (FWHM ≈ 1.4 ) on the order of the smallest objects detectable by DECaLS. New wavelet levels are created by upsampling the kernel in the previous level be a factor of two. Therefore, the kernel for each level, l, is expanded by a factor of 2 l−1 (the baseline is designated as level one) from its baseline size. For a given scaling factor and radial scale, higher wavelet levels have broader profiles and will selectively detect larger objects. An example of this process applied to the image from Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4 . The UDG is first visible at wavelet level two and becomes more prominent at larger scales, allowing it to be easily isolated from smaller objects. We find that level four is appropriate for identifying UDG candidates of the size reported in this paper. As seen in Figure 4 , objects can be present at different wavelet levels. Relatively compact objects are more prominent in the images filtered at lower wavelet levels, whereas the more extended objects dominate at higher levels. We take advantage of this filtering by using levels two and four to provide an initial list of potential UDGs presented here.
Detection, Confirmation, Parametric Fits, and Object Classification
Wavelet filtering and source detection is applied separately to each cleaned image. To detect objects in the wavelet images, we first examine the level four wavelet image. A detection map is created from this image using SEP (Barbary 2016) , a set of libraries of stand-alone functions and classes based on SE (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) that can perform many, but not all, of the functions efficiently in memory rather than using slower disk access. This application, rather than SE, is utilized when we are primarily interested in only the detection image and background statistics. We use a threshold of 2.5 times the background noise and a required minimum area of 300 pixels 2 . These choices reflect a compromise between detecting the faintest objects and minimizing false detections. To filter out small objects with extensions or merged neighbors, we create a separate detection map using the level two wavelet and a SEP threshold of 3 times background noise and a minimum area of 6 pixels. We require that any object present in both detection maps have at least 25% of their peak flux in the level four detection map to be considered a UDG candidate. We further require that the object be no closer than 30 pixels from the image edge, be unrelated to any saturated or bleed pixels flagged in the data quality mask, and have no more than 30% of its area encroached by masks used in the initial object subtraction process. This process results in an initial list of 3,574,596 UDG candidates (see Table 1 ) for how various processing steps winnows down these candidates.
Candidates need to be confirmed as statistically real and then the objects need to be classified from among the full range of potential sources that appear as low surface brightness features in the images. We retain UDG candidates only if there are coincident detections among different exposures, regardless of filter, within 2 of the centroid of the group formed by the coincident detections. Each candidate is tested to see whether it is within 2 of an already existing grouping of detections or another isolated candidate. If it is related to an existing group, it is merged with that group and any outliers (>2 from the new centroid) are removed. Otherwise, it is merged with the paired detection to form a new group. To minimize duplicates, we compare UDG candidates within 4 of each other and retain only the one with the most individual detections. We will therefore be biased against separating very close pairs of UDGs if they exist. We found 618,028 groups (1,438,367 separate detections) fulfilling these criteria.
As defined by our science aims, our UDG candidates must meet specific size and surface brightness criteria. To obtain rough but reliable estimates of these characteristics, which we will use to do a preliminary candidate screening, we apply the following procedure. We return to the uncleaned images to ensure that our processing did not remove a key component of the candidate UDG that could affect the measurement of its global characteristics. Our first challenge is that in many cases the UDG candidate, particularly if large, is not identified as a single object by SEP (i.e., having a single segmentation map identification number). This problem is markedly reduced by generating a segmentation map using a smoothed version of the uncleaned image. The smoothing kernel we adopt is a Gaussian with a standard deviation of five pixels. Our second challenge is that there are often contaminating sources nearby. To mask these objects in the fitting, we will use the segmentation map obtained using the smoothed image, with one modification. We remove the object in the center of the segmentation map, presumably the candidate, from the mask. Each detection is separately processed using a 201 × 201 pixel thumbnail image with the candidate in the center. The segmentation map of the smoothed image is created using SEP with a detection threshold of twice the background noise and a minimum area of 10 pixels. These values represent a compromise between being able to detect the candidate and contaminating objects while avoiding excessive spurious detections. The central candidate is then identified and removed from the mask. Using the leastsq function from the Python SciPy library (Jones et al. 2001 ), an n = 1 (exponential) Sérsic model is fit to the unmasked pixels in the original uncleaned thumbnail. We choose n = 1 to match the choice of van Dokkum et al. (2015a) for comparison and because that is broadly consistent with empirical determinations for similar objects (Conselice et al. 2003; Yagi et al. 2016; van der Burg et al. 2016) . The sky level during fitting is fixed as the mean background determined by SEP.
The resulting parameter estimates from our Sérsic fitting are preliminary. Although they are similar to those produced by GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002 ) later on, they are generated using only a single image detection rather than coadded images. To avoid rejecting detections that might meet our criteria when more precise estimates are obtained from the coadded images, we now set thresholds that are less strict than those that we will eventually require for our catalog. To be retained as a UDG candidate at this stage, at least two individual detections must result in a fit with an effective radius >4 (∼2 kpc at the distance of Coma) and a central surface brightness (µ 0 ) greater than a value that depends upon the band. Because we define a UDG as having a g-band central surface brightness ≥ 24 mag arcsec −2 , we set the current screening threshold in this band at 23.5 mag arcsec −2 . Almost all UDGs will be brighter in the r and z bands and, to avoid excluding potential UDGs in these bands, we set their screening thresholds at 22.5 and 22.0 mag arcsec −2 . A total of 55,059 possible UDGs fulfill all of these criteria.
Next, we do a more detailed and precise examination of the surviving candidates using GALFIT, which is more versatile and provides more information than the basic Sérsic fitting described above. An example of this process is shown in Figure 5 . We again return to the uncleaned images, as shown in Panel (a), to avoid a situation where part of the candidate was removed by our cleaning procedure. In this case, we simultaneously process all of the images containing the candidate, including those in which nothing was previously detected. We create coadded 201 × 201 pixel (54 × 54 arcsec) thumbnail images centered on the candidate for the analysis. Coadded images are both modeled separately for each filter and using all images (full-stack). Once again we need to mask contaminating objects without rejecting faint structures within the candidate. Our first step in this process is the same as in our Sérsic fitting process described above. We use a Gaussian filter to create a smoothed version of the uncleaned thumbnail and identify the candidate in the segmentation map (Panels (b) and (c)). After separately masking negative outliers (< −2σ), we create a mask using pixels in the segmentation map that are not associated with the candidate (Panel (d)). We refer to this as the preliminary GALFIT mask.
The Gaussian smoothing helps keep the candidate intact during the segmentation process, but it also prevents us from identifying overlying high surface brightness objects. Therefore, in a second step, we create a mask of high surface brightness objects, including those superposed on the candidate (Panel (e)). We do this by creating a separate segmentation map of the uncleaned, unsmoothed thumbnail using a detection threshold of 1.5 times the central surface brightness threshold for a band (24.0, 23.6, and 23.0 mag arcsec −2 for g, r, and z, respectively) with a minimum area of 10 pixels 2 . This threshold is high enough to avoid detecting portions of a candidate that meet our central surface brightness criteria. We combine this mask and that produced in the first step. This combined mask (Panel (f)) may include objects that are physically part of the candidate. Therefore, in a third step, we fit a Sérsic exponential model (Panel (g)) to the unmasked regions of the cutout image (presumably containing only the candidate and remaining sky) and subtract the model from a copy of the uncleaned thumbnail to leave only the remaining overlying and peripheral objects (Panel (h)). Without additional information it is not possible to unequivocally discriminate between those objects that are part of the candidate and those that are contaminants. However, point sources, with the exception of a nuclear source, are more likely to be independent of the general structure of the candidate, even if physically associated, and so, we do not want to consider them during fitting. Masking resolved sources superposed on the candidate could lead to masking of large areas therein, so we opt not to do so. To implement this discrimination and create a new mask (Panel (i)), we use SE with a relative detection threshold of 2.5 and a minimum area of 10 pixels 2 to generate segmentation maps (for the different filter coadds and the full-stack) and measure the FWHM of each object in the residual image described above. In the coadded stacks of images in a particular filter, we define the point spread function (PSF) FWHM to be the maximum of the values obtained from the FITS headers of all CCDs contributing to the coadded image. For the PSF FWHM of the full-stack, we adopt the average of the PSF FWHM from the individual filter stacks. We assume that any object within the candidate footprint with a SE FWHM > 1.5 times the PSF FWHM is part of the UDG candidate and it is removed from the mask. This mask does not adequately cover the wings of bright peripheral objects, so we combine this mask with the preliminary GALFIT mask described above (result shown in Panel (j)).
The unsmoothed, uncleaned image and the mask (Panels (a) and (j)) are supplied to GALFIT. For defining UDGs, we elect to be consistent with the methodology of van Dokkum et al. (2015a) and use a fixed Sérsic index of n = 1 for the model with central surface brightness, µ 0 , calculated from the effective radius, r e , the ratio of the minor to major axes, b/a, and the apparent total model magnitude. However, as noted below, more general fitting is provided for photometry estimates.
A trimmed list of UDG candidates is generated by selecting those objects that satisfy 1) µ 0,g ≥ 24 mag arcsec −2 or alternatively µ 0,z ≥ 23 mag arcsec −2 if an observation in the g-band is not available, 2) r e ≥ 2.5 kpc at the distance of Coma, which corresponds to 5.3 , and 3) b/a ≥ 0.37. Both r e and b/a are the values obtained from the fully stacked thumbnail. We selected the b/a threshold as a compromise between limiting detections of artifacts (many of which, such as diffraction spikes, are narrow) without sacrificing a significant number of actual UDGs (also see Figure  4b in Koda et al. 2015) . Only 1079 candidates satisfy these criteria.
Our next step is to sort through the list for possible contaminants. Contaminants may result from artifacts, but may also be caused by astronomical sources such as extended stellar tails from galaxies, distant galaxy clusters, and nebulae within our own Galaxy. Ultimately, we need this screening to be automatic and reproducible. However, at first we need to develop our understanding of the resulting candidate sample and generate a training sample. To achieve both of these objectives, one of us (RD) visually classified all candidates, removing those that were confidently not UDGs from further review. The 650 rejected objects fall into three main categories 1) real objects such as peripheral parts of large, bright galaxies (tidal debris, spiral arms), clusters of stars or galaxies, and dust, 2) wings and scattered light from very bright galaxies and stars, and 3) instrument artifacts (pupil ghosts, diffraction spikes, CCD artifacts, etc.). Examples of rejected detections are shown in Figure 6 . Full images and surrounding sky may be seen using the Legacy Survey Sky Viewer 3 . Two of the authors (RD and DZ) examined the remaining 429 candidates in more detail. They disagreed on the 3 legacysurvey.org/viewer classification of 63 (15%) of these as an UDG, tidal debris, faint, high-redshift galaxy clusters, or fluctuations in background sky (for very faint detections). Arguments for accepting or rejecting objects from this group were independently reviewed by both examiners and any candidate not acceptable as a UDG to both was rejected. Examples of candidates with initially conflicting classifications are shown in Figure  7 , where we also present their final, consensus classification. A total of 285 detections were classified as bona fide UDG candidates. Our initial requirement that candidates be separated by at least 4 to be considered unique objects is inadequate for large UDGs and results in some duplication. Therefore, we perform a final pass that requires that no object be within one r e of another candidate. This eliminates 8 duplicates, leaving us with a total of 277 potential UDGs.
Because we want to automate classification using a machine learning classifier (see §3.5), our visual decisions at this stage were based only on the available thumbnails without viewing surrounding fields, or other survey data, for additional clues. However, as demonstrated in §3.5, this restriction can lead to erroneous assignments. Because we do not want obviously incorrect classifications in our catalog, after finalizing the machine learning classifier, we re-examined all 277 potential UDGs in the Legacy Survey Sky Viewer. This review rejected two candidates, giving us 275 UDG candidates in our final catalog.
While our initial GALFIT results are adequate for defining UDGs, more robust modeling is required for the type of photometric analysis presented in §4. Therefore, new profiles are created of all 275 confirmed UDGs using GALFIT in a manner identical to above, except that the Sérsic index, n, is allowed to float. The mean value of n is 0.85, median is 0.73, and the standard deviation is 0.70. In some cases, our further analysis uses magnitudes and colors obtained from these models as specified. There is the danger of strong biases in the photometry of low surface brightness objects. These become particularly apparent at brightnesses significantly below sky level and can result in an overestimate of magnitudes while effective radii and Sérsic indices are underestimated (Häussler et al. 2007 ). We will revisit the issue of optimizing the choice of photometric approach in upcoming work describing our recovery of simulated sources. For now, we only discuss broad, qualitative first impressions from these data in §4.
Automated Classification
Confirmation of UDG candidates has typically been done, both in this study and previous UDG studies (cf. van Dokkum et al. 2015a; Koda et al. 2015; Greco et al. 2018 ) on the basis of simple measurements or visual inspection. As documented in the previous section, this can be very timeconsuming and subjective. While visual classification is feasible with the limited area surrounding Coma discussed in this paper, it would be impractical for very large regions such as that included in the complete DESI footprint. Moreover, because of the huge number of potential candidates, classification errors and subjectivity would make it difficult to replicate findings. Finally, a fully automated classification strategy also allows for the processing of large numbers of artificial sources that can be used to assess completeness. Although we do not do that here, we do intend to insert artificial sources throughout our analysis of the full data set so as to have position-dependent completeness estimates. That work will be described in a subsequent paper. Of course, inherent subjectivity in the classification of the training sample will propagate to any automated technique.
While machine learning methods have the distinct advantages of being able to classify images orders of magnitude faster than a human and provide consistent results, a potential major drawback is the reliability of their predictions. Nonetheless, in some applications they have been shown to approach or even outperform human "experts" in classification accuracy (He et al. 2015) . Modern algorithms initially developed for other purposes have recently been adapted for astronomical classifications (Ackermann et al. 2018; Fowler et al. 2017; Kim & Brunner 2017) . We briefly present our approach below. A more detailed description of the methodology is presented in Appendix A and an extended treatment will be presented by Kadowaki et al. (in prep) . Here, our main goal is to test the self-consistency of our visual classifications. Can an automated technique demonstrate that our visual classifications are at least internally consistent?
We implement our automated classifier with a modified version of the DenseNet-201 deep learning model (Huang et al. 2016 ) supplied in the Keras machine learning library 4 . This model was designed to classify color images and requires three channels of data for each image and, therefore, we limit our dataset to those candidates with observations in all three filters (1071 of 1079 candidates). This is the full sample of candidates after GALFIT screening but prior to any visual classification. We set aside 20% of the dataset (215 candidates with 160 non-UDGs and 55 UDGs) to be used for testing only after all network parameters are finalized. The remaining 856 images are used to train the network. The accuracy after applying the trained model to the test set is 92.1% with 9 false positives and 8 false negatives. These levels of accuracy are encouraging, but not necessarily optimized. In a subsequent study, we will explore alternative algorithms and compare results. For now, this degree of correspondence in our classification is adequate and suggests that our visual classification is internally self-consistent.
We show all of the candidates from the test set with predictions by the classifier that differ from our visual classifications in Figure 8 . Interestingly, we conclude that we mistakenly rejected the first candidate shown, (a), and that it was correctly identified as a UDG candidate by the automated classifier. In our initial inspection we classified suspected that it could be a distant galaxy cluster, but on re-inspection we agree with the automated classifier. Moreover, we visually classified another candidate, (b), as a UDG candidate based on reviewing only the thumbnails. The classifier correctly rejected it and a larger image drawn from the Legacy Survey Sky Viewer clearly shows it to be an isolated segment of a spiral arm associated with a large galaxy. We considered the faint object (c) to be an extension of a bright star just to the left of the thumbnail, although it appears to be separated from this region. Panels (d) -(f) are among those that had conflicting classifications between the two human reviewers. These are generally either very faint or could be composed of faint, high-z galaxies.
The Catalog and Comparison with Previous Work
In Table 2 we present our final UDG catalog for this initial study of the region around the Coma cluster. This selection of UDGs is based on our visual classification, with minor adjustments motivated by the automated classification. In print we present an example of the full Table, showing only the first ten entries, while the associated electronic Table contains data for all 275 objects. We include coordinates both directly in the name of the object and in columns 2 and 3. In the next three columns we present the g, r, and z central surface brightnesses. In the following two columns we present the structural parameters, effective radius (r e ) in arcsec, axis ratio (b/a), and major axis position angle (θ) in degrees, where the latter is measured in the standard astronomical sense starting at North and measuring eastward on the sky. All of the aforementioned quantities are measured using a fixed n Sersíc model, with the structural measures being measured from the full stack of available images. In the next three columns we present the apparent magnitudes measured using floating n models. Uncertainties are those reported by GALFIT. We will revisit these uncertainties using simulated objects in subsequent work. None of the magnitudes are extinction corrected.
One of the principal motivating factors for starting our work in the region of the Coma cluster is the existence of excellent prior surveys in the core of the cluster. These provide benchmarks against which we can test our false negative and positive rates, and our parameter estimation. We now describe our comparisons to two key samples.
3.6.1. van Dokkum et al. (2015a) The catalog presented by van Dokkum et al. (2015a) based on the Dragonfly survey is dominated by the large UDGs that are also the focus of our survey. In Table 3 we present the cross-listed identifications for all of the UDGs presented by van Dokkum et al. (2015a) that have r e > 2.5 kpc, for r e as presented by those authors. Of the 30 UDGs from that study that satisfy this criteria, our catalog includes all but four. Two of those four (DF 14 and 18) are excluded from our catalog because our fit to r e is smaller than 2.5 kpc (one of which, DF 14, just misses the cutoff with r e = 2.46 kpc). During our visual definition of the training sample, DZ and RD disagreed on whether or not DF 35 is tidal debris. Because disagreements are treated as non-UDGs, this object is excluded from our final list (Table 2 ). The final DF UDG that we excluded is DF 12. This is a more difficult case to resolve because we rejected it on the basis of a low b/a, but on examination we find that the fitted model is poor and likely includes a nearby object. This is the one case of the four that is probably an incorrect exclusion on our part; however, because we cannot visually inspect all of the fits for the full SMUDGES survey, we exclude this object from our catalog and treat it as a false negative. We stress here that we did not miss any DF object of sufficient size (2.5 kpc) on the basis of a surface brightness limit on our part. We conclude that the Legacy Surveys data is suitable for UDG work at a competitive level with dedicated low surface brightness surveys (e.g. Dragonfly).
It is also valuable to determine if we detect objects within the common survey footprint that van Dokkum et al. (2015a) did not. To be conservative in the sense that r e measurement errors would not confuse the comparison, we consider only systems for which we measure r e > 3.5 kpc. With this requirement, we find 15 objects in our catalog that lie within the DF footprint but that are not in their catalog (Figure 9 ). They noted confusion with the intracluster light as limiting their detections in the central regions of the cluster, but none of these 15 are within that region. They also emphasized isolated sources, so some of these may have been excluded as non-isolated. As shown in the Figure, these DF catalog is unclear without a closer examination of their images, but in some cases they may have exceeded the central surface brightness criterion in the DF evaluation. For five of the fifteen we measure 24 < µ 0,g < 24.5 mag arcsec −2 , the remainder are of lower central surface brightness.
3.6.2. Yagi et al. (2016) This is the largest existing sample of UDGs in the Coma cluster, although the gain in size comes mostly from identifying smaller and fainter systems than those found by van Dokkum et al. (2015a) . For sources that do match our size criteria, we present the cross-listing in Table 4 . There are two principal ways in which objects in the Yagi catalog can fail to be in ours. First, we do not detect the source or it fails the basic criteria, such as satisfying the parameter requirements from the initial Sérsic fit. Of the 75 objects in the published catalog that meet the size criteria, according to the effective radii presented by Yagi et al. (2016) , 15 are absent from our catalog and are identified as such in the caption of Table 4 . Of those, two (numbers 199 and 456 in the Yagi et al. (2016) catalog) are sufficiently bright (22.9 and 22.4 mag arcsec −2 , respectively) that they were probably cleaned out of the images by our procedure. Four are sufficiently close to a bright object that they were either masked or removed as part of that object (231, 240, 257, and 370 ). Three were detected but failed the initial Sérsic fit screening (4, 218, 471) . Finally, five are sufficiently faint or possible extensions of a nearby source that it is difficult to confirm them in our data (94, 310, 425, 453, 569) . None of these source has a corresponding SMDG number and so they are not included in the Table. The second principal way in which objects in the Yagi catalog can fail to be in ours is if we rejected the candidate on the basis of our criteria. There are 26 such cases in Table 4 and we describe the reason for their exclusion from our catalog. For example, 21 of these were, according to our measurements, either too small or have a central surface brightness that is too bright. We conclude that despite the deeper imaging available for the Yagi et al. (2016) study, our survey for large UDGs is nearly as complete, with only a handful of examples of missed objects that could be attributed to our shallower image depth.
Remaining Problems and Limitations
None of the steps in our procedure is necessarily fully optimized, but certain aspects are perhaps easier to improve upon than others. The procedure we describe consists of three basic phases. To recapitulate, first we remove as many sources from the images as possible to eliminate contamination for our smoothing or filtering of the data. Any large scale residual features in our final cleaned images arise principally from issues that would require adjustment of the telescope and camera optics or observing procedures. Therefore, we conclude that this first phase is reasonably close to being optimized and do not anticipate significant gains from alternate approaches as applied to these same data. Second, we use wavelet filters to increase the S/N of low surface brightness features. There are a number of alternate approaches and we suspect that there may be significant improvements possible in this step. Nevertheless, we are nearly complete in detecting known sources with the desired characteristics, so the incompleteness for these objects must be low. Improvements in this phase would perhaps allow us to reach even further into the low surface brightness population. Finally, the third phase is the classification of candidates. This step is important for sample purity and completeness. Our automated approach is an improvement over some coarse screening methods but will certainly improve once we have larger samples of confirmed, physically large, UDGs. As we improve our search techniques, there will be natural refinements in this last step. We anticipate that for our final catalog the classification criteria and efficiency will change from that presented here. Completeness simulations will form an integral part of the final catalog. A final complication on the completeness issue that must be acknowledged is that of clumpy, low surface brightness objects. Our artificial objects are smooth by construction and we know so little about the internal structure of UDGs that we cannot yet create models of clumpy UDGs. We expect to detect UDGs that might have modest star forming clumps, as long as they also have an underlying smooth stellar population, but estimating completeness for clump-dominated objects will be difficult.
Within the survey regions described here, we have not faced strong contamination from IR cirrus. Deeper surveys for low surface brightness detections have already been plagued by such emission (e.g. Duc et al. 2015) and we expect that some regions of the Legacy Surveys will also be too difficult for our work. We do not yet have an estimate for how large a fraction of the full survey may be affected.
Results
The UDG catalog we present contains 275 UDG candidates that have r e 5.3 , which corresponds to ≥ 2.5 kpc at the distance of Coma, and central surface brightness µ 0,g ≥ 24 mag arcsec −2 (Table 2 ). The distribution of candidates in the absolute magnitude-size plane (assuming that they lie at the distance of the Coma cluster) is presented in Figure 10 . By construction, there is little overlap with the SDSS sample of galaxies, showing that this is almost exclusively a previously unknown population of galaxies over large areas of the sky, with the exception, of course, of previous UDG work in this area of sky ( §3.6) and deeper surveys both in Coma and other clusters (eg. Graham & Guzmán 2003; van der Burg et al. 2016 ) and the field (eg. Greco et al. 2018) . To place our UDGs in this figure, we assume that they lie at the distance of the Coma Cluster. Distance errors translate to motion of any individual galaxies parallel to the lines of constant surface brightness in the figure, and therefore do not affect the previous conclusion. On average, µ 0,g ∼ 25 mag arcsec −2 , with a tail of objects reaching to ∼ 26 mag arcsec −2 . Definitive conclusions regarding the size or magnitude distribution await a better understanding of the distances and the completeness across the parameter space.
Distance Constraints
Published spectroscopic redshifts, and therefore distance estimates, exist for fewer than 20 Coma UDGs and only a few outside of Coma (van Dokkum et al. 2015b; Kadowaki et al. 2017; van Dokkum et al. 2017; Alabi et al. 2018) . We continue to work to expand this sample both using optical spectroscopy (Kadowaki et al., in prep) and radio observations of the 21cm line to possibly detect the HI rich UDGs within this same area of sky (Karunakaran et al., in prep) . SMDG1253489+273934 (193.4536, 27.6594), SMDG1254345+274046 (193.6439, 27.6796), SMDG1255076+274407 (193.7816, 27.735), SMDG1256265+285928 (194.1106 , 28.9915), SMDG1256514+271338 (194.2139 , 27.2278 ), SMDG1257113+273405 (194.2966 , 27.5681), SMDG1257446+280907 (194.4357, 28.1515 ), SMDG1258132+272522 (194.5548, 27.4229), SMDG1259413+273148 (194.9222, 27.5299), SMDG1300279+283730 (195.1164 , 28.6251), SMDG1301124+274525 (195.3014, 27.757), SMDG1301158+271238 (195.316, 27.2107 ), SMDG1303312+285716 (195.8799, 28.9546), SMDG1303551+282120 (195.9795, 28.3555), and SMDG1305016+290859 (196.2562 , 29.1496 . Boxes are 54 (≈ 26 kpc at the distance of Coma) on a side. However, this work will always be limited to a small fraction of all identified UDGs. We must address the challenge of understanding what the 2-D distribution of UDG candidates on the sky (Figure 11 ) implies for the true 3-D distribution and how best to estimate the distance to at least a subset of UDGs.
The relationship between the physical and apparent clustering properties of galaxies provides a constraint on the redshifts of a population (Rahman et al. 2016) . At its simplest, this argument underpins the interpretation that the bulk of the original Coma UDGs (van Dokkum et al. 2015a ) lie at the distance of the Coma cluster because they so evidently congregate around the galaxy cluster. This interpretation has been confirmed with a small number of spectroscopic redshifts (van Dokkum et al. 2015b; Kadowaki et al. 2017; Alabi et al. 2018) . We find a similar overabundance of UDGs in our survey (Figure 12 ), extending further from the Coma center to at least the virial radius, roughly 3 Mpc (Kubo et al. 2007) . In analogy to the previous claims, it is plausible to conclude that the bulk of these UDGs are also at the distance of Coma.
Beyond the immediate vicinity of Coma, it is more difficult to associate UDGs with specific features seen in the normal galaxy distribution (Figure 11 ). There are locations where there is concurrence between the distribution of UDGs and SDSS galaxies, and other locations where there is not. We label three of the interesting features as A, B, and C in the Figure. Features A and C in the UDG distribution appear to match local large scale structure features near Coma. These are analogous to the structures observed in the UDG distribution within the Abell 168 field (Román & Trujillo 2017a) . They allow us to define subsamples beyond the Coma cluster for which distance-by-association is possible. However, Figure 11 . The projected distribution of UDGs (left panel) and SDSS galaxies (right panel) on the sky centered on the Coma galaxy cluster. We plot in physical units assuming all galaxies are at the Coma distance to provide guidance on the scale of the visible structures, which are at the distance of Coma. The UDGs represent our entire sample of 275. The SDSS galaxies include only those with recessional velocity cz < 10, 000 km s −1 and within a projected separation of 18 Mpc from the center of the Coma cluster. In addition to the clear clustering of both UDGs and SDSS galaxies in the Coma cluster, there are three other features in common that are labeled and discussed in the text. North is up and East to the left. On the sky, this figure represents a region with a radius of ∼ 10 • . Our UDG survey has no data at Y 10 Mpc (see Figure 1) . The lettered labels refer to structures discussed in §4.1. Figure 12 . The projected distribution of UDGs (darker circles) and SDSS galaxies (lighter circles) on the sky centered on the Coma galaxy cluster. We plot in physical units assuming all UDGs are at the Coma distance. The SDSS galaxies include only those with recessional velocity, cz, 5500 < cz < 8500 km s −1 . The blue circle represents the Virial radius, as reported by Kubo et al. (2007) . North is up and East to the left.
there are two concerns. First, feature B, which on the basis of the SDSS galaxy density one might have expected to be as evident as feature A, is not readily visible in the UDG distribution. Furthermore, feature C seems much richer in UDGs than a visual impression of the SDSS distribution might suggest. Such variations could point to interesting physical differences in the relative abundance of UDGs, or to errors introduced by associating UDGs too closely to their brighter cousins. In particular, for feature C, which is the result of the projection of sources along the right edge of the redshift wedge diagram (Figure 13 ), contributions come from a local overdensity, a broad overdensity at the distance of Coma, and an overdensity somewhat beyond Coma.
Such correspondences, either real or accidental, between the UDGs and normal galaxies can be evaluated more quantitatively. Presuming that the UDGs share similar physical correlation behavior to that of normal galaxies, the redshift slice for which the normal galaxy angular correlation function is a best match to the angular correlation function of the UDGs is likely to contain the bulk of the UDG sample. For example, comparing the angular correlation function of all of the normal galaxies that are projected outside of the center of Coma (where there is an obvious correlation between normal galaxies and UDGs), within 18 Mpc of the Coma cluster (to limit ourselves to the area for which we have so far identified UDGs), and have cz ≤ 10,000 km s −1 to that of the UDG sample yields a poor match (Figure 14 , left panel). When we instead limit the comparison to normal galaxies within a narrow redshift strip that contains the Coma cluster and associated structures (6000 < cz/(km s −1 ) < 8000), we find excellent agreement, especially at large angular separation where we will be sensitive to distance effects (Figure 14 , right panel). We conclude that this sample of UDGs, which was chosen to be large in angular extent, is also predominantly one of physically large UDGs because it is mostly near the distance of Coma and the associated large scale structure. This is a statement for the sample as a whole, but unfortunately says little about the location of any particular UDG candidate. A full mathematical treatment of this approach will be presented elsewhere along the lines of that performed by Rahman et al. (2016) , once we have a larger spectroscopic redshift sample to confirm the estimated redshift distributions.
Size Distribution
Given a narrow range of surface brightness within r e , the velocity dispersion of a galaxy, and hence the enclosed mass, is proportional to a power of r e (Zaritsky 2017) . Because our survey is limited to about a ± one magnitude range in surface brightness (Figure 10) , we expect the physically largest systems to be the most massive and interesting. The largest confirmed UDGs, those with existing spectroscopic redshifts, are DF08 with r e = 4.4 kpc and DF44 with r e = 4.6 kpc (van Dokkum et al. 2015a (van Dokkum et al. , 2017 Kadowaki et al. 2017 ) and there are a few others that are slightly smaller but still have r e > 4 kpc (Kadowaki et al. 2017) . So far, this appears to be the upper end of the UDG size distribution.
The inferred size distribution of our UDGs (assuming they lie at the distance of Coma) is qualitatively consistent with the size distribution of SDSS galaxies in the region ( Figure  15 ) and shows a similar rapid decline toward larger sizes. The distance assumption is based on the earlier comparison of angular correlation functions, from which we concluded that the bulk of our UDG sample lies at roughly the distance of the Coma cluster. This inference is supported by the red- Figure 14 . The angular correlation functions for SDSS galaxies beyond a projected radius of 3 Mpc from the Coma cluster and within a projected radius of 18 Mpc with measured recessional velocities, cz, < 10, 000 km s 1 (lighter filled circles with no error bars, left panel), the subset of these same galaxies that have cz corresponding to the Coma velocity (6000 < cz < 8000 km s −1 ; lighter filled circles with no error bars, right panel), and our sample of UDGs, selected over the same projected radius range (darker filled circles with error bars, both panels). The improved agreement at larger angular separations between the UDGs and Coma SDSS galaxies (right panel) suggests, under the assumption that the UDGs have a similar 2-pt correlation function in real space, that the majority of our UDGs are at the distance of the Coma cluster.
shift distribution of the SDSS galaxies in this region ( Figure  13 ), where the dominant structure is a filament that includes the Coma cluster and there are several large voids in the foreground to Coma. For both UDGs and SDSS galaxies, objects with r e > 5 kpc are quite rare (particularly considering galaxies with M g > −20). Figure 15 . The size distribution as parameterized by the effective radius, re for the SDSS galaxies in the survey volume (light green histogram in left panel) and the UDGs (dark green histogram in both panels). For comparison, histograms are normalized to have unit area in left panel. Galaxies with re > 5 kpc are rare in both samples. For the UDGs, we estimate re assuming they all lie at the distance to Coma. Therefore, some of the unusually large systems may simply be much closer to us than the Coma cluster. The UDG size distribution, if most lie at the distance of Coma and its associated large scale structure, is consistent with that of SDSS galaxies.
There are a number of candidate UDGs with r e > 5 kpc. We show in Figure 16 that even the UDGs with 4 < r e /kpc < 6 congregate around the Coma cluster, demon-strating that the bulk of these are indeed at the distance of Coma, but that the UDGs with r e > 6 kpc do not, suggesting that these are not physically associated with the Coma cluster and therefore not at that distance. These are likely to be in the foreground and so have smaller physical sizes than we assigned them. In fact, some congregation of these "largest" UDGs is seen near what we have labeled feature C, which we previously noted is likely a superposition of both a local overdensity and overdensities at and beyond the Coma distance. Furthermore, some of these candidates have been spectroscopically confirmed as local in ongoing work (Kadowaki et al. in prep) . Nevertheless, there appear to be a significant number of analogs to DF 08 and 44 in size that have yet to be spectroscopically confirmed, both within Coma and in the field.
Combining a quantitative version of this analysis and a much larger sample of UDG candidates and SDSS galaxies could lead to a determination of the upper end of the UDG size distribution. The angular correlation between UDG candidates and SDSS galaxies, where we can use the redshifts of the SDSS galaxies to isolate slices in the 3-D distribution, will vanish when selecting UDGs that would be larger than those existing in reality. 6 kpc < r e Figure 16 . The spatial distribution of UDGs of different sizes. The abundance of large UDGs (4 < re/kpc < 6) in Coma demonstrates that the large inferred physical sizes cannot be entirely due to erroneous adopted distances. The lack of any corresponding concentration suggests that inferred sizes > 6 kpc are, at least, mostly incorrect. Orientation is the same as in Figure 11 .
Color Distribution
The star formation history of large UDGs is critical to establishing the physical reason for the apparent low star formation efficiency of these systems. DF44, for example, is estimated to have a total mass close to that of the Milky Way and yet only contain 1% as many stars (van Dokkum et al. 2015b) . Has star formation ceased in all UDGs? Is it driven by environmental factors? Large samples such as that presented here, with colors, can begin to address such questions. Figure 17 . The color-apparent magnitude diagram for SDSS galaxies with 0.018 < z < 0.028 within 2 • of the Coma cluster (light green) and for our UDGs (dark green). Colors for the UDGs are measured as the difference in modeled central surface brightnesses. The UDGs span the range of colors of the SDSS galaxies. The dashed lines indicate the region defined by eye to follow the Coma cluster red sequence. For galaxies at the distance of the Coma cluster, the abscissa corresponds to −24.6 < Mz < −13.6.
With the data in hand we examine broad band colors, g −z, across the whole sample and as a function of environment. To minimize the effect of noisy measurements, we choose to define our g−z measurement as the difference in corresponding central surface brightnesses. This could introduce a bias if UDGs have color gradients, but there is no measurement yet of systematic color gradients. In Figure 17 we compare the color magnitude distribution to SDSS galaxies within 2
• of Coma that are at the distance of Coma (0.018 < z < 0.028). We plot color against z band magnitude, which is our best proxy for stellar mass. The UDGs span a range of colors from as red as the extrapolated sloped red sequence to well into the blue cloud. One interesting aspect of the Figure is that there are only a few objects that are redder than the extrapolated red sequence. Given that one potential source of contamination is high redshift galaxy clusters (cf. Gonzalez et al. 2001) , it is reassuring that we are not detecting a large population of such red objects.
It is evident from this CMD that even large UDGs must span a range of formation scenarios given the diverse properties. These large UDGs are not, entirely, fully quenched galaxies that follow directly from the SDSS red sequence population. Interpreting the color-magnitude diagram, CMD, is not entirely straightforward because there are both mean age and metallicity effects. For two galaxies with the same stellar mass and mean age, the mean stellar metallicity can be quite different depending on the star formation history and the chemical enrichment history. Spectrsoscopic analysis of UDG populations, as recently done (Gu et al. 2018; Ferré-Mateu et al. 2018; Ruiz-Lara et al. 2018 ) is a more robust approach that can help constrain the range of options. Even so, CMDs are valuable because they can define samples or highlight the most interesting objects for follow-up spectroscopy.
To investigate how the colors may differ as a function of environment over the survey region we divide the sample by color (Figure 18) . We select the red sequence galaxies visually and extrapolate the slope to fainter magnitudes (shown in Figure 17 ). The blue galaxies are simply those that are at least 0.1 mag bluer than the blue side of the defined red sequence region. There are two clear results in the Figure. First, both red and blue UDGs are found in the vicinity of the Coma cluster, although there is a preponderance of red galaxies. Once kinematics are available for a larger number of these, it will be interesting to determine if there are indications of different dynamical histories for UDGs split by color. Second, feature C is proportionally more evident among the blue UDGs than the other overdensities. To some degree this can be an artifact of small numbers, but it may also reflect the higher level of contamination by nearby, smaller low surface brightness galaxies that we have discussed before. Distinguishing whether this is a physical result or due to contamination will be straightforward with statistics from a larger survey. Figure 18 . The spatial distribution of UDGs depending on g − z color. The red sequence (left panel) and blue cloud (right panel) selection is described in the text. There is slight evidence for clustering near Coma for the blue galaxies and most red galaxies are found in the Coma cluster or the other structures identified in Figure 11 .
Plans for the Full SMUDGES Program
The current analysis explores roughly 300 deg 2 . The completed DESI imaging footprint is envisioned to extend to 14,000 deg 2 . Even assuming that some sizable portion is not usable for our purposes due to extreme IR cirrus contamination, we may be facing something in the neighborhood of 10,000 deg 2 of high quality imaging, about 33 times more than that which we present here. Such sky coverage would suggest that we will identify a final sample of thousands of UDGs of large angular extent. This, in turn, helps highlight some daunting challenges in context. The original processing run of the data presented here required about 30 days on a single desktop-quality machine and utilized more than 3 TB of storage suggesting that the full analysis would require well over three years of CPU time and more than 100 TB of storage. This is a significant, but not overwhelming challenge. However, one is also likely to require many runs with artificial sources to determine completeness corrections. That work will be the subject of a subsequent study in this series, and one may, for a variety of reasons, want to repeat at least parts of the original data processing. Now we have ported the pipeline to a high performance computer (HPC) on which we can process data at a rate of ∼ 1 hour/exposure. There are typically ≈ 3 exposures/deg 2 , so processing the nearly 10,000 sq. degrees of the full survey will require ≈ 30,000 hours. We expect to use ∼ 30 cores on the HPC so approximately six weeks of computer time is required. The enterprise will take somewhat longer than this because there will undoubtedly be instances where human intervention is needed to address a problem. Nevertheless, this timescale is eminently practical. Regarding the disk space requirements, we will compress our data by ∼6 and only save processed images. This approach suggests a requirement of ∼ 15 TB.
The data processing and UDG identification is comprised of several steps, some of which one might want to revisit and improve. As such, we will save intermediate steps. For example, it is possible that a new object identification procedure, either in the original source selection or the subsequent "morphological" classification, will be developed and one would simply want to run that on the cleaned images. These intermediate steps are not presented with this paper, but our intent is to make them easily available for the full survey.
The second, and much more serious challenge, is the lack of distance information for the UDG candidates. With an initial outlay of 4 nights of spectroscopic time on the Large Binocular Telescope (LBT), Kadowaki et al. (2017) obtained redshifts for 5 UDGs. At this rate we would require over 200 LBT nights just to observe the UDGs identified in this study, not the full sample we expect. We have also begun a program to target UDGs at 21cm wavelengths because we expect, on the basis of the significant fraction with blue colors ( Figure  17 ) and recent HI results (Spekkens & Karunakaran 2018) , that at least some UDGs have significant gas reservoirs. Although we do not yet have results to report with regards to the sample presented here, similar observations (Spekkens & Karunakaran 2018) suggest that such observations can provide redshifts, although only moderately more efficient in terms of large telescope time. Even so, these observations have great potential to also provide a measurement of the internal kinematics and a direct measure of the gas content of UDGs, both of which will be critical in understanding the physical nature of UDGs. Nevertheless, we cannot expect to have spectroscopic redshifts for the bulk of our final UDG sample for the foreseeable future.
Summary
We present our first batch processing of DESI pre-imaging data of a region around the Coma galaxy cluster in search of large (r e 5.3 or equivalently ≥ 2.5 kpc for those systems at the distance of the Coma cluster) ultra-diffuse galaxies (UDGs). We have termed this program as an effort that is Systematically Measuring Ultra-Diffuse Galaxies (SMUDGes). Due to the large data volume, a search through the entire DESI pre-imaging data must be automated. We have developed a complete pipeline that 1) queries the data repository, 2) retrieves the data, 3) performs some additional basic data reduction to prepare that data, 4) subtracts all high surface brightness objects and corrects for extended emission from the brightest of those, 5) wavelet transforms the residual image, 6) identifies significant peaks of emission in a series of those transformed images, 7) compares results from various photometric bands, 8) rejects defects and distinguishes among real sources of emission using machine learning methods, and 9) fits simple models to the stacked image of UDG candidates to do the final selection for large UDGs and provide their basic parameters. The pipeline is working on a high performance cluster and is ready to continue processing the full survey.
We illustrate the results obtained with this pipeline by presenting a catalog of UDGs drawn from an area covering ≈ 290 sq. degree centered on the Coma galaxy cluster. By centering on Coma we are able to compare our detections directly to those from two recent surveys for UDGs (van Dokkum et al. 2015a; Yagi et al. 2016) . Those surveys cover a significantly smaller area, but all cover the core of the Coma cluster. From a comparison of results, we conclude that we are achieving comparable sensitivity and that where there are distinctions between our catalog and the literature, the differences arise from details of the object classification rather than the detections themselves.
We present a catalog of 275 candidate large UDGs. Using the catalog, we show that the majority of our UDGs are likely to be at roughly the distance of Coma based both on the number of galaxies that congregate around Coma and on the details of the angular correlation function. Accepting this result, we conclude that our sample contains a significant number of analogs of DF 44 in size, where the effective radius exceeds 4 kpc. The conclusion is further confirmed by the angular clustering of these apparently large UDGs at the location of the Coma cluster. In contrast, systems whose effective radius would exceed 6 kpc do not cluster near Coma and we conclude that for these systems we are overestimating the distance and the size by incorrectly associating them with Coma.
We find that the g − z color of UDGs spans the full range from the red sequence to the blue edge of the blue cloud. As such, even the large UDGs are likely to reflect a range of formation histories. However, the majority have colors that are consistent with being low stellar mass versions of red sequence galaxies. Additional evidence for a range of processes being at play in UDG formation is that we find an overabundance of blue UDG candidates in the lower density enhancements and the field. Redshifts are necessary to confirm that these are physically large galaxies.
The statistical treatment of large UDG samples will enable us to circumvent the critical challenge that we will be lacking spectroscopic redshifts for the majority of this sample. As such, we will benefit from the largest possible samples. Our analysis of the Legacy Surveys in search of UDGs, which we refer to as SMUDGes, promises to be the best such source until the advent of analogous analysis of the deeper LSST imaging. This project used data obtained with the Dark Energy Camera (DECam), which was constructed by the Dark Energy Survey (DES) collaboration. Funding for the DES Projects has been provided by the U.S. Department of Energy, the U.S. National Science Foundation, the Ministry of Science and Education of Spain, the Science and Technology Facilities Council of the United Kingdom, the Higher Education Funding Council for England, the National Center The Collaborating Institutions are Argonne National Laboratory, the University of California at Santa Cruz, the University of Cambridge, Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas, Medioambientales y Tecnologicas-Madrid, the University of Chicago, University College London, the DES-Brazil Consortium, the University of Edinburgh, the Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule (ETH) Zurich, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, the Institut de Ciencies de l'Espai (IEEC/CSIC), the Institut de Fisica d'Altes Energies, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, the Ludwig-Maximilians Universitat Munchen and the associated Excellence Cluster Universe, the University of Michigan, the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, the University of Nottingham, the Ohio State University, the University of Pennsylvania, the University of Portsmouth, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Stanford University, the University of Sussex, and Texas A&M University.
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Facilities: Blanco
Software: galfit (Peng et al. 2002) , keras (Chollet et al. 2015) , lmfit (Newville et al. 2014) , scipy (Jones et al. 2001) , sep (Barbary 2016) , sextractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) The large Yagi et al. (2016) UDG candidates that do not have counterparts in our detection catalog, prior to cuts made on size, brightness, and morphology are 4, 94, 199, 218, 231, 240, 257, 275, 310, 370, 425, 453, 456, 471, and 569 . The Code column presents our reason for excluding the candidate from our final UDG catalog (B = too bright, S = too small, A = too elongated, C = classified as other type of source).
